
HOW TO WRITE AN ADDRESS FOR AN APARTMENT

How to Write an Apartment Address. Writing an apartment address correctly can take time and research if you've never
formatted one before.

Components of an Address An address is made up of the recipient's name and mailing address. Adding an
apartment to an address follows basic US Postal Service guidelines. On the front of the envelope, place your
business name and address in the upper left corner; this is the "return address. This will enable the post office
to return the letter to you in the event of non-delivery. Although your mail has probably gotten to you with no
problem , there's a proper way for your address to be written out that will ensure that your mail gets to your
mailbox. The return address has the same elements as the delivery address. Generally, you will write the
apartment or suite number on the same line as the street address, preceded by the abbreviation "Apt. Choose
the Correct Envelope Send standard customer letters in a white, manila or recycled paper envelope.
Components are separated, each on its own line. Note that the physical address might not be the same as the
mailing address. This presents a good opportunity to brand your mailings with your company name and logo.
Bills, statements of account and handwritten letters to your customer must be sent as priority mail. Envelope
Front or Face There are two sides to an envelope â€” the front where the sender and recipient's addresses are,
along with postage â€” and the backside that has a flap that seals the envelope. The right way When you're
ordering online or sending a postcard to a friend, there's usually a second line included where many people
write their apartment or unit number. If you are writing the address by hand, print it clearly with a pen so the
address is readable from an arm's length away. Timely delivery is crucial if you are mailing an invoice or other
important customer communication. Include the apartment identifier at the end of the street address. However,
the USPS says line two doesn't exist and all of the information should be included on one line. February 9, 2
Minute Read Share Did you know there's a proper way to write your address? Everything from billing
invoices to marketing letters are still regularly used every day by businesses. There are several unit designators
that are abbreviated in envelope addresses: Apartment: APT. You can also mail your letter in a personalized
envelope that has your business address pre-printed in the correct location. Include a Return Address Include
your return business address in the upper left corner on the front of the envelope. How to Address Apartments
Many businesses send correspondence to clients and prospects living in apartments. A business name would
be the second line following the recipient's name on the first. If only one addressee is available, business or
person, it sits on the first line. Making sure the envelopes are addressed properly ensures the mail gets to the
correct party in a timely fashion. This is the wrong way: Jane Doe Unit B New York, New York Automated
systems scanning mail may have a hard time figuring out your unit number if you write out addresses this
way. If you need to let your delivery driver know how to find your apartment, the second line is the place to
do so. The USPS online "click-n-ship" service allows you to buy stamps, request package pickups and format,
print and pay for your priority mail shipping labels online.


